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ABSTRACT

Liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) partitions cel-
lular contents, underlies the formation of membrane-
less organelles and plays essential biological roles.
To date, most of the research on LLPS has focused
on proteins, especially RNA-binding proteins. How-
ever, accumulating evidence has demonstrated that
RNAs can also function as ‘scaffolds’ and play es-
sential roles in seeding or nucleating the forma-
tion of granules. To better utilize the knowledge
dispersed in published literature, we here intro-
duce RNAPhaSep (http://www.rnaphasep.cn), a man-
ually curated database of RNAs undergoing LLPS. It
contains 1113 entries with experimentally validated
RNA self-assembly or RNA and protein co-involved
phase separation events. RNAPhaSep contains vari-
ous types of information, including RNA information,
protein information, phase separation experiment in-
formation and integrated annotation from multiple
databases. RNAPhaSep provides a valuable resource
for exploring the relationship between RNA proper-

ties and phase behaviour, and may further enhance
our comprehensive understanding of LLPS in cellu-
lar functions and human diseases.

INTRODUCTION

In addition to canonical membrane-bound organelles, eu-
karyotic cells contain numerous membraneless organelles
(MLOs) that concentrate specific collections of proteins and
nucleic acids (1,2). Liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS),
a phenomenon that describes the formation of two immisci-
ble fluids from a single homogeneous mixture, has emerged
as a general mechanism to interpret how cells can spa-
tiotemporally create MLOs (3–5). To date, a large number
of MLOs have been discovered, including but not limited
to stress granules, P bodies and even the nucleolus (6,7).
These MLOs have been implicated in a wide range of cel-
lular functions, organizing molecules that act in processes
ranging from RNA metabolism to signalling to gene reg-
ulation (8–10). Moreover, aberrant MLO behaviours have
been linked with multiple human diseases, such as neurode-
generation and cancer (11–13).
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Identifying the molecules driving or undergoing LLPS is
the foundation of understanding the mechanisms of MLOs.
Many, but not all, phase-separated biological condensates
arise from proteins and RNAs (14). Many nuclear and cy-
toplasmic condensates are rich in RNAs and RNA-binding
proteins (RBPs), which play roles in LLPS (15,16). The roles
of proteins in condensation have been well studied (17).
However, less attention has been paid to the contribution of
RNA to LLPS (18). As an anionic polymer, RNA is an ex-
cellent platform for achieving multivalency and accommo-
dating RBPs (19,20). Peptides in condensates usually con-
tain low-complexity domains (LCDs) or intrinsically disor-
dered regions (IDRs) those enabling weak and multivalent
interactions to promote liquid-like properties, and a sim-
ilar role for unstructured sequences in RNAs potentially
contribute to RNA-driven phase separation (21,22). Re-
cent findings have confirmed that RNAs can function as
‘scaffolds’ and play essential roles in seeding or nucleat-
ing the formation of MLOs (23,24). Experimental evidence
has demonstrated that RNA self-assembly contributes to
stress granule formation and defines the stress granule tran-
scriptome (25). Furthermore, apart from driving LLPS, di-
verse RNA properties, such as composition, length, struc-
ture, modification and expression level, can modulate the
biophysical features of native condensates, including their
size, shape, viscosity, liquidity and surface tension (26–28).
The molecular mechanisms under these associations remain
unknown (14).

Over the last five years, a large number of publications
have reported cases of RNAs being involved in LLPS, and
the number is still increasing rapidly. Five databases fo-
cused on proteins undergoing LLPS have been created,
including LLPSDB, PhaSePro, PhaSepDB, DrLLPS and
RNAGranuleDB (29–33). However, centralized resources
on newly reported phase separation related RNAs are still
lacking. In particular, RNA self-assembly LLPS events
have not been recorded in any published phase separation
database. To fill this gap, here we introduce RNAPhaSep,
a database using RNA as its core and focusing on vari-
ous properties of RNAs and their roles in the phase sep-
aration process. After careful manual collation, a total of
1113 entries of experimentally validated RNA self-assembly
or RNA and protein co-involved phase separation events
were included in RNAPhaSep. Our RNAPhaSep database
provides a convenient interface to help users browse,
search and download RNA-related phase separation
entries.

DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

RNAPhaSep was constructed based on the curated in-
formation derived from published literature and the
RNALocate database (34). Literature mining was per-
formed via retrieving from PubMed using the follow-
ing keywords: ((((phase transition) OR (phase separation)
OR (membraneless organelles) OR (biomolecular conden-
sates)) AND RNA) AND cell). A total of 4,804 publi-
cations before 30 June 2021, were extracted (Figure 1A).
For review articles, we read through each manuscript, ex-
tracted sentences describing the RNA-related phase sepa-
ration events and downloaded the corresponding research

articles for curation. As some of the known MLOs, such as
P-bodies, had been extensively studied before the emergence
of the LLPS concept, which underlies MLOs formation,
the RNALocate database (34), which contains subcellular
localization of RNA in MLOs, was used (Figure 1A). For
each RNA record related to MLOs in RNALocate (34), an
original research article was extracted by PMID. To obtain
relevant publications that describe MLOs or phase separa-
tion and related RNAs, we manually checked the abstracts
or full texts of all these articles. During the curation process,
we sought to collect phase separation-associated RNAs and
as much helpful information as possible, such as original
supporting sentences, RNA sequence, mutation, phase sep-
aration experimental conditions, phase diagrams, composi-
tions and corresponding cell lines or tissues used for exper-
imentation (Figure 1B).

RNAPhaSep integrates two types of RNA IDs, including
NCBI Gene IDs (35) and RNAcentral identifiers (36). For
several rRNAs and snoRNAs, which could not be found in
NCBI, an RNAcentral identifier was supplied. The graph
of each RNA’s structure was generated using the RNAfold
server on ViennaRNA web services (37). The LCD and IDR
information for each protein were collected from MobiDB
(38) or PONDR (39).

The molecular properties of RNAs are essential for un-
derstanding their potential phase behaviour. For each nat-
ural RNA, the description in NCBI (35), molecular func-
tion in Gene Ontology (GO) (40), subcellular localization in
RNALocate (34), interaction neighbour in RNAinter (41)
and associated disease in DisGeNET (42) and OMIM (43)
were all integrated as RNA annotation information (Fig-
ure 1B). Designed RNAs were divided into four subclasses
based on sequence characteristics. In order of preference,
there were: ‘poly RNA’ if the sequence was just a repeti-
tion of a single nucleotide, ‘repeat RNA’ if the sequence
was the duplication of a fragment with at least two differ-
ent nucleotides, ‘nucleotide rich RNA’ if the sequence was
enriched with two specific types of nucleotides; and the rest
are classified as ‘irregular RNA’.

It is important to emphasise that RNAPhaSep is con-
cerned with cases where the RNA itself or together with
other components (DNA or protein) was experimentally
validated in vitro or in vivo for LLPS. Thus, the systems with
only proteins or DNAs as the main components were ex-
cluded. Moreover, systems with the mixtures of RNA, such
as total mRNA, were included, as RNA was the only com-
ponent driving LLPS in these systems. After sorting out the
records, we noticed no DNA and RNA co-involved reports,
which may be due to the limited research in this area. We
may include this type of LLPS event in the updated version
of RNAPhaSep.

The state of phase separation can vary dynamically in a
wide range, from liquid to solid. Four states, including ‘so-
lute’, ‘liquid’, ‘gel’ and ‘solid’, were used to define the mor-
phological characteristics of phase separation (1). Changes
in experimental conditions can lead to a phase transition,
such as from liquid to gel, then ‘liquid, gel’ was recorded
as the morphology of this phase separation event. RNA-
related phase separation events curated in RNAPhaSep
were verified by experiments, including reconstituting LLPS
condensation in vitro and examining droplet formation
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Figure 1. Overview of RNAPhaSep database. (A) Workflow of building RNAPhaSep. First, we searched the literature in PubMed by keywords or PMIDs
extracted from MLO-related RNA in the RNALocate database, and collected 1113 RNA-protein and RNA self-assembly phase separation events. Then
we integrated annotations in 15 public data resources and presented structured and visualized data through web architecture and database servers. (B) The
data structure of RNAPhaSep. Different types of information are distinguished by colour.

by immunofluorescence in vivo. RNAs detected by high-
throughput methods were excluded.

DATA CONTENT

As of August 2021, RNAPhaSep included 1113 curated
entries about RNA self-assembly or RNA and protein
co-involved phase separation events, involving 325 non-
redundant RNAs of 22 organisms (Figure 2A). We consol-
idated the entries with RNA or RNA plus protein names
to reduce the data redundancy and assigned all entries to
628 unique RNAPSIDs. RNA properties such as composi-
tion, species, classification, sequence, length, structure, sub-
cellular localization, RNA interaction neighbours, related
molecular functions and diseases were collected and orga-
nized for each RNA.

For different RNA types, we classified RNAs into natu-
ral and designed RNA (Figure 2B and C). Although natu-
ral RNAs often have diverse annotation information, which
could comprehensively describe their molecular functions
in the cell, the impact of RNA sequence on phase separa-

tion events is more clearly demonstrated by designed RNAs
due to their designability and low complexity.

In vitro experiments are very important as their sim-
plified processes can help researchers clearly identify the
conditions involved in phase separation. Researchers can
simulate intracellular phase separation events by control-
ling various experimental details, such as salt concentra-
tion, buffer, temperature, and pH. Most importantly, the
components involved in these experiments are known, so
for in vitro experiments, we classified entries as ‘RNA(s)’,
‘RNA + protein(s)’ and ‘RNA(s) + protein(s)’ (Figure 2D).
The morphological distribution of phase-separated records
was demonstrated in Figure 2E.

The RNA sequences of in vivo records, mostly from the
annotation in NCBI (35) or RNACentral (36), were not val-
idated in the in vivo phase separation experiment. Thus, 184
RNAs from in vitro records were used for sequence and
length analysis. The sequence analysis demonstrated that
LLPS related RNAs’ sequences were enriched with adenine
and uracil, which together accounted for 58.2%, 58%, 67.5%
for all RNA, natural RNA and designed RNA (Figure 2F).
Motif analysis of the RNA sequence by STREME (44) was
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Figure 2. Data statistics on RNAPhaSep. (A) Organism distribution and (B) category distribution of natural RNAs. (C) Category distribution of designed
RNAs. (D) Distribution of in vivo and in vitro experiments (inner circle) and composition distribution in vitro (outer ring) and (E) distribution of morphology
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(F) Percentage of ribonucleotide and (G) distribution of length for RNAs from in vitro experiments.
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Figure 3. An illustration of the RNAPhaSep website. (A) Search the database by options (like RNA symbol, protein name) or RNA sequence in the
Search/Blast page. (B) Dataset can be browsed by two distinct classifications (In vivo/vitro or RNA type) in the browse page. RNAPSID is provided in the
search result and browse page for jumping to (C) phase separation detail page consisting of three main modules (RNA information, protein information
and phase separation experiment and description), including visualization of an RNA sequence, structure and a Phase diagram. (D) RNA annotation page
contains comprehensive information annotated from public databases and visualization of the RNA interaction network.

performed to discover common sequence elements. How-
ever, we have not found any significant motifs, which may be
due to a relatively small number of RNAs. Designed RNA
favours shorter RNA sequences than natural RNA in se-
quence length distribution (Figure 2G).

A novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, has caused the on-
going worldwide COVID-19 pandemic. Scientists have
found that viral genomic RNAs can form phase-separated
droplets with nucleocapsid proteins and that these droplets
become solid-like structures as the RNA length increases
(45,46). Thus, this LLPS morphology is utterly dependent
on the length and concentration of the given RNAs. To date,
76 phase-separated entries of SARS-CoV-2 are present in
the RNAPhaSep database.

WEB INTERFACE

A user-friendly and fully functional website has been de-
veloped for searching, browsing and downloading RNA-
related phase separation data. This database includes eight
modules, including Home, Search/Blast, Browse, Submit,
Download, Statistics, Help and Contact modules.

For the convenience of the user for searching the data,
RNAPhaSep provides two different searching ways on the

Search/Blast page, including ‘By options’ (search by the
combination of keywords, component type, species and
RNA type) and ‘By RNA sequence’ (search by inputting
RNA sequence) (Figure 3A). For ‘Search by options’, we
have provided three typical examples. By clicking on the
example button, the options information is automatically
applied, and then by clicking on the ‘search’ button, the
‘Search Result’ is presented in a table format. The ‘Search
by RNA sequence’ module enables users to identify the se-
quence similarity between their target RNA and the LLPS-
related RNA stored in the database. The ‘Search/Blast’
module can help the user quickly screen how their interested
RNA contributes to LLPS under available conditions with
or without any partners.

The data sources are briefly described on the ‘Browse’
page, which has a table containing all entries that can be di-
vided into different subsets by in vivo/vitro and RNA type
(Figure 3B). Users can click on a unique RNAPSID to
navigate to the ‘Phase Separation Details Page’, which in-
cludes various descriptions of the involved RNA, protein
and experimental condition details (Figure 3C). For RNA,
the phase separation-related RNA sequence and structure
were demonstrated on the page. The corresponding Uniprot
ID, IDR, LCD, mutation, modification, and sequence
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information are listed for each involved protein, if available.
For each involved protein, in order to allow users to eas-
ily obtain a wide range of information on protein-related
phase separation, we provided direct links to the protein
detail page of known protein-related LLPS databases, in-
cluding LLPSDB, PhaSePro and DrLLPS (29–30,32). As
PhaSepDB did not provide the unique link for each protein,
the link to its ‘Browse Page’ was supplied (31). The same
protein involved in different LLPS experiments may have
different sequences or structures, such as wild-type, mutant
or post-transcriptional modified. These differences poten-
tially affect the LLPS conditions. Thus, the ‘State’ of the
protein is used to discriminate different protein sequences
or structures and corresponding experimental conditions
(Figure 3C). For each LLPS experiment, a phase diagram
is presented in a graphical form, if available. For the nat-
ural RNAs, which have extensive information, clicking on
the RNA symbol will take the user to the RNA annota-
tion page, which integrates RNA description (35), molec-
ular function (40), subcellular location (34), RNA interac-
tion network (top 100 extracted from RNAinter) (41) and
associated diseases (42–43) (Figure 3D). A detailed tutorial
for the usage of the database can be found on the ‘Help’
page.

On the ‘Submission’ page, we supplied three choices for
different data sources, including published, preprint and un-
published data. The submission of published or preprint
data will be routinely reviewed manually and formatted into
database form with PMID or tagged as ‘preprint’. For the
unpublished data, authors may not want to share the orig-
inal experiment evidence, and we will tag the data by ‘un-
published’. We added the reminder on the phase separa-
tion page that ‘Entries with ‘unpublished’ tag have relatively
lower reliability’.

Database implementation

The database is stored in the MySQL v5.7 (https://www.
mysql.com) database engine. The web framework was con-
structed on Django v3.2 (https://www.djangoproject.com)
and ran on a CentOS Linux operating system server. We
have tested it on Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Mi-
crosoft Edge and Apple Safari browsers. The RNAPhaSep
database is freely available to the research community on-
line at http://www.rnaphasep.cn.

CONCLUSION

Here, we present a novel resource on RNA-related phase
separation, RNAPhaSep, generated from information ob-
tained from the literature and RNALocate database. It
contains 1113 experimentally validated RNA self-assembly
or RNA and protein co-involved phase separation events,
helping and guiding researchers to perform further studies
related to LLPS. RNAPhaSep was designed explicitly for
RNA-related phase separation, and we believe it will be a
handy tool for researchers in this field. From recently pub-
lished perspectives and review articles, we noticed that the
role of RNA in driving phase separation has attracted in-
creasing researchers’ attention and interest. The establish-
ment of RNAPhaSep is only the first step, and we will con-
tinue to expand and improve it to satisfy more requirements

in this field. We are now collecting a reliable LLPS cor-
pus for developing a text mining system, which can auto-
matically extract LLPS information from biomedical liter-
ature in PubMed. To ensure that all data from literature has
consistently high reliability, these automatically extracted
records will still need to be manually curated. After applying
this system, we can update RNAPhaSep more frequently.
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